TECHNICAL SPECS

Description: National Flooring SPC Flooring w/ attached EVA pad.

WARRANTY: Residential: Lifetime Commercial: 10 Year

Installation: Floating Only
Radiant Heat Approved & Below Grade Approved

Construction: Overall Thickness 6.0mm
20 mil Wear Layer
I4F TripleLock Click

Wear Finish: 2 Coats UV Cured

Dimensions: 7 1/4” (Width) x 6.0mm (Thickness) x Fixed 60” (Length)

Moldings: 94’ Length

- ACCLIMATION: Although acclimation is NOT specifically required, BEST INSTALLATION PRACTICE RECOMMENDS that the product be installed close to intended occupied service temperature, generally a target of 55° F to 100° F.

- SEASONAL HOMES: SPC Elements is recommended for 3 season rooms and seasonal homes over concrete substrate. Installer MUST provide at least 5/8” (16mm) expansion.

- PERFORMANCE TEMPERATURES: SPC Elements is NOT recommended where the floor might experience temperature extremes beyond -30° F or greater than 155° F.

- INSTALLATION RANGE:
  - Smaller Areas: of up to 50’ x 50’ or total of 2500 sq. ft. must provide a ¼” expansion gap.
  - Larger Areas: of up to 100’ x 100’ must provide a 5/8” expansion gap.